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| • The usage of English grammar and vocabulary are at times inappropriate confusing the real scientific meaning. For example in line 244 “Various grades of BMI have shown that males are overweight than females except the Vaiphei women.” Actually author wish to highlight that more men were in the overweight criteria where as more females were in the obese criteria except for Vaiphei women. But it is not reflected in the article.  
  • As such the whole article has to written correctly with appropriate usage of English grammar.  
  • As the title states overweight and obesity separately, the results should indicate those parameters and percentages separately.  
  • Referencing: The author has used a mixture of Harvard and Vancouver please follow one the most appropriate to the journal  
  • Line 64 define grade 1  
  • Values in the table can be represented as “mean±SD” rather than writing in 2 different columns  
  • Tables should stand alone as such any abbreviation defined in the table hs to be presented as foot note. E.g p.c, f, n etc  
  • Overweight is not a syndrome  
  • This conclusion “The present study has led to the conclusion that due to overweight and obesity large
section of the people has been suffering from various forms of hypertension not only among the old aged persons, but also among the youths’ is not from your results. You can only assume.

- Similarly conclusion is not from the results. As there had not been any results neither about the food habit nor the life style.
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**Minor REVISION comments**

Heck the highlighted word for modification, to make the sentence more meaningful (Either spelling mistake deletion, or replacement)

Define the abbreviations in the abstract when it is used for the first time. Similarly in the text as well.

Line 88 delete “were”

Line 96 delete “in between and”

Line 142 and 143 for the term obese 1, obese class I and Grade III; no classification is made in the methods even though represented in the results.

**Optional/General comments**

Percentage could be written as “%”
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